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RUNNING TRUE TO FORM

THE optibelt SUR TENSION AND GUIDE IDLER PULLEYS
In addition to fully equipped repair sets, OPTIBELT is also offering individual tension and guide idler pulleys with immediate effect: the optibelt SUR. Over the course of 140 years of company history and being active as an OE supplier, the high quality standard has been on the road of continuous development. Along the same lines as manufacturing belts, this standard also applies to our new optibelt SUR product range.

The tension and guide idler pulleys provide for the necessary operational tension and guiding for timing belts and ribbed V-belts in passenger vehicle engines. Due to ever-increasing demands with regard to durability, noise emission and reliability, changing the components located in the belt drive is required. Starting from our fixed tension idler pulleys with extender wheels all the way to modern systems with hydraulic or mechanical attenuation, the SUR product range includes all the necessary components.

Product reliability requirements contribute to achieving the necessary change intervals and prevent problems from occurring within the scope of sensitive engine management.